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 “In Praise of Excessive Moderation” 

 

“Have compassion for everyone you meet even if they don’t want it.   

What seems conceit, bad manners or cynicism is always a sign 

Of things no ears have heard, no eyes have seen. 

You do not know what wars are going on down 

Where the spirit meets the bone. 

Forget your perfect offering. 

There is a crack in everything. 

That is how the light gets in.” 

 

There is a story we might have heard about a man crossing a bridge 

Who finds another man there in the center of the bridge, right near the edge. 

And squinting into the fog, the man crossing the bridge realizes what he is  

Is seeing, that the man in the center is about to jump off. 

So he asks the man if he has anything to live for. 

I mean, he says, are you a religious man? 

Yes, the man replied. 

“Well, are you a Christian or Hindu or what?” 

I am a Christian. 

Me too!  What kind of Christian? 

I am a Protestant. 

Really, me too!  What kind? 

I am a Baptist. 

Me too.  What kind? 

I am Baptist Church of God. 

Wow, me too!  Original or Reformed? 
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Reformed. 

Me too!  Reformation of 1879 or 1915? 

1915. 

And the man’s face screws up into a knot of condemnation as he says: 

Die you heretic scum! 

 

Terrible isn’t?  And kind of funny.  Also true. 

How many us have ever thought: if we just got rid or x or y, the world 

Would be a better place? 

Our honesty, says Alan Jones, reveals just how easily we forget 

We are embodied with each other, caught up with each other, 

That my fate is caught up in your fate, and your fate is caught up in my fate. 

It’s an annoying truth of our religion that grace is for free, 

Not just for the people we really like, 

But also for whomever our version of the heretic scum might be. 

 

Which is to say: Tolerance, pluralism, grace is generous and free for all  

you know…aren’t just bumper sticker theologies for our Prius’, my friends,  

but also deep rivers of belief that flow throw through our UU tradition that 

people before us lived for, fought for, died for. 

Sometimes I wonder if I really appreciate, if we really appreciate, 

How passionately our forbears believed in our religious values so we 

Might inherit them today. 

Our ambivalence about professing our faith calls to mind a tombstone in 

England that apparently said of the person underneath was: “Pious without 

enthusiasm.” 
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But I get ahead of myself. 

This sermon really found shape for me this week when I began reading an 

article one of you slid under my door entitled “What ISIS Really Wants” – 

maybe you saw it in The Atlantic, chilling in its description of the 

apocalyptic, extreme, decidedly not moderate form of Islam it seeks to 

conquer the world with. 

And then the next day, because before I can read the funnies I  

Must also read the front page, 

I’m looking at this photo of the note that the younger marathon bomber 

Scrawled in the boat that says: God has a plan for each person.  Mine was to 

hide in this boat and shed some light on our actions. 

 

And then, that night, because when you’re a preacher the world has a knack 

Of showing up to you in the form of sermons, 

I find myself leading a class for seminary students at Andover-Newton 

Theological School, 

This the class to help students integrate their parish internship experiences 

with their academic experience, 

And listening as the students wondered how, because remember that the 

Selma anniversary had been that previous weekend, just last weekend, 

How much to preach about the world going on outside the sanctuaries, 

And how much, instead, to focus on the spiritual needs and pastoral needs 

Of the people who woke early that Daylight Savings morning to put their 

bums in the puritan pews. 

The discussion sounded not unlike that line from E.B. White 

We have heard before, how he said he “woke in the morning wondering 

whether I should try to savor the world or try to save it.” 
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Oh, I am thinking now, if only it were that easy and simple; 

Oh, if only those were the only two choices we had to make in the morning. 

Because never mind whether what we need are sermons that preach out or in 

– I mean, we need both, in the same moment, don’t we?   

Because the spirits we bring in here are shaped by the world we live in out 

there, aren’t they? 

So never mind the sermons, really. 

What I’m wondering, in fact, is how to be a the generous, open, 

Tolerant, curious, hopeful, moderate person I want to be 

In a world that doesn’t seem to want to let me. 

 

And here I will spare us (thank you, Nathan!) the litany of news 

That cause some of us to turn inward like turtles, seeking sanctuary, 

And cause others of us to rage at the t.v., seeking some old testament justice 

(God, time for some smoting please?), 

But let’s just say it seems to me and many others that intolerant extremism 

has never been as ascendant, and  

It seems to me and many others that extremists are in charge, or at least 

grabbing headlines, almost everywhere. 

 

And in that kind of world, in this kind of world, we are left with some 

choices – do we savor the world, our tidy suburbs far away?   Well, 

sometimes, but remember privilege allows us such a choice. 

Do we save the world?  Well, that’s sound a bit like big ego talking.  How 

about, build the kind of world worth saving. 
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Fear?  That’s a choice.  Keep your head down.  No news is good news.  

Shhh. 

Blind rage?  That’s a choice.  Yell as loud as the extremists on the other 

side.  Great, then we have two people yelling at each other across a great 

chasm. 

Or how about this – start a renaissance of extreme, excessive moderation 

In religion, in politics.   

You’re thinking ‘excessive moderation?  Ummm, Doesn’t exactly roll off the 

tongue? 

Doesn’t read well on the bumper of my Prius. 

Ok, How about Flaming Moderates?  Any better? 

 

I can tell we’re not excited.   

And that’s because the problem with the word ‘moderate’ is that it calls to 

mind weakness, right? 

Milk-toast.  Shredded Wheat after it’s been in the milk too long. 

No backbone.  No principles.  No passion.  Blah. 

So let me reframe for us, and tell you what I’m describing. 

 

At the age of 17 Will Campbell was ordained a Christian minister. 

In 1954 he became the director of religious life at the University of 

Mississippi. 

In 1956 he resigned after receiving death threats. 

In 1957 he escorted the school children in Little Rock to desegregate the 

schools. 

In 1958 he became the only white person at the founding of the Southern 

Christian Leadership Conference, an African American Civil Rights 
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Organization that has its roots in Montgomery Bus Boycott. 

Was Wil Campbell moderate? 

Guess what?  Wil Campbell was also a chaplain for the Klu Klux Klan. 

Wow, right? 

And as Alan Jones said in the story I heard, we shouldn’t think for one 

minute that any of this was easy or sentimental. 

He had strength.  He thought the soul of the dispossessor was as much 

In need of salvation as the dispossessed.  

Or as Campbell said: “Jesus died for bigots, too.” 

He was fearless, he was excessive, he was extreme in celebrating  

Inclusion, generosity, forgiveness, understanding, 

What he called a moderate, loving expression of the Christian religion. 

 

Folks, if my math is right this my 12th pledge season with you, 

A time when I have alternatively cajoled, invited, preached, persuaded, 

motivated, gone to bended knee, and even given you beer in shameless 

Bribing to ask you to pledge your money to this UU religion that is, 

As Gary Smith once said, free, but not cheap. 

We in this community have more diversity than you know, a fact  

I remind you of and myself of lest we think we all think the same 

Or vote the same, 

Or just because the church is in Sherborn, bank the same. 

But whether on weekends we go to a second vacation home 

Or receive food stamps – and here are there are both, my friends, 

Never forget it. 

What keeps me going, no doubt, and you, is this vision  

That is really a hope of and for moderation, 
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And ancient virtue that started with Aristotle  

And has moved deliberately through history ever since, 

And that in religion and in politics and here at UUAC does this: 

It works for compromise. 

It asks for each side to give a little and get a little. 

It listens. 

It debates. 

It offers grace equally to the soul of the dispossessor and the dispossessed.  

It builds sanctuaries of covenant instead of creed; it lives in the horizontal 

(how we are) and less in the vertical (here’s what I believe about whatever 

might be up there). 

At its best it doesn’t say without x or y this church would the best ever! 

It offers grace for free.   

It celebrates pluralism, and not just the pretty kind. 

It is Universalist in the oldest, truest sense. 

It finds its home in deep in the chasm underneath the extremists shouting 

At each other from either side. 

Sometimes it builds a bridge between the chasm, and calls that bridge Love. 

 

Friends, members, ambivalently pious, true believes, straddlers on the 

fence….here is my call:  

I call us to pledge to an excessive resurgence of this kind of moderation. 

I call us to a renaissance of such moderation. 

The world needs us.  Our communities need this kind of a congregation. 

And so do I.   And so do you. 

Amen. 
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